Creativity Pack
Creative challenges for older adults
to take part in at home!
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We hope the activities get you thinking, connecting with other people
and above all having fun!
Creativity can support your own wellbeing. You might find it useful to think
about this using the Five Ways to Wellbeing:

1. CONNECT
Good relationships help build a sense of belonging and self-worth.

2. BE ACTIVE
Being active improves mental wellbeing as well as physical health
and fitness.

3. TAKE NOTICE
Paying more attention to our thoughts and feelings, and the world
around us.

4. KEEP LEARNING
Learning new skills boosts self-confidence and raises self-esteem.

5. GIVE
Acts of giving and kindness create positive feelings and a sense of reward.
We hope this pack will help you to choose a creative activity, depending on
how you are feeling at a particular time. We would love to see your creations.
You can share images and text on our social media channels.
To find out more about our Creative Community Recovery Programme,
including online workshops, discussions and activities visit
norwichtheatre.org/take-part/adults_community/creative-communityrecovery-programme/
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@norwichtheatreroyal

@TheatreRNorwich		

@norwichtheatreroyal
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Exploring a Song
by Joseph Ballard
Singing & Writing

1 Get comfortable, play the song and listen to it all the

Music and song can
create different
thoughts and feelings.

2 Think about the following questions:

Estimated time:
30 minutes

way through carefully. You may want to sit and close
your eyes.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What does the music make you think about?
[diagram: brain]
What do you see when you close your eyes?
[diagram: eyes]
How does the music make you feel? [diagram: heart]
How does the music make you move/tap along/
dance? [diagram: hand]
Does the music take your mind to somewhere else, a
different place or memory? [diagram: feet]

3 Using the drawing, write down your answers around
the diagram. You can always write a list of words, if you
would prefer, or require more space.
4 Have a think about your answers to the questions.

Does some of what you have written down surprise
you? Is there a part of the song that changes your mood
or heightens your feelings or thoughts? Have you got
anything written down, or not much? If so, that is ok. This
activity is for you, to take some time for yourself. We all
think about things differently and in different ways.

You will need:
•

•
•

A song to listen to
that you have on a
CD, record or digital
file.
The device to play the
song on, eg. record
player or phone.
A pen or pencil and a
surface or something
to lean on when
writing.

You may want to use
headphones – that is up
to you when you listen to
the song.

5 Play the song again and mute or turn the volume

down to zero at a point in the song. Continue the song
for a little bit by singing, humming, la-ing. Then turn the
volume up again. How did it go? Did you keep in time?
Could you remember how the song went in that section?

6 Write down any two lines from the song that you can

remember. You may have to listen to parts of the song
again to get the words right. What could the two lines be
about, either separately or now they are together?

7 Say the two lines out loud – as if you were reading a

poem. How do they sound when spoken with no music?
Say the lines out loud again a few times, but each time
choose a different emotion like happy, sad, angry or
excited. Does it change the meaning of the lines or
words?
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Silly Song
by Joseph Ballard

Find the Faces
by Kate Munro

In these strange times we all need cheering up.
Being a little bit silly puts a smile on our faces.

1 Have a rummage in those pots of random things, the

Singing & Writing

Visual Arts

Estimated time: 1 hour
You will need:
• Choose a song that you know well. You will need the song words either
written out by yourself or from the Internet or album cover.
• A pen or pencil, paper and a surface or something to lean on when writing.

drawers, your bag, and see if you can find things that
could work as eyes, noses, mouths.

2 Piece them together on the plain background to

become faces. Try them from straight-on and side-on.
Work on whatever scale works for you and the bits that
you’re using. Once you start you’ll probably start seeing
features in all the random things everywhere.

3 What characters do they have? A little tweak can

1 If you can’t find the song words (lyrics),
or haven’t got the Internet or an album
cover with words in to hand, you could
listen to the song and write out the song
words line by line. You could also write
‘chorus’ or ‘repeat’ for sections of the song
instead of writing the same thing out again
and again if something repeats itself.

4 Write down as many words, sayings or

2 Write down the structure of the song.
These notes are just for you, so we don’t
have to get technical. Think about if the
song has an introduction, a verse, chorus,
ending, repeating section or instrumental
section.

and replace some of those words with
your words from the previous task. You
may then have to work backwards or
around that word to make sure the line or
verse makes sense. You may want to start
with the chorus first.

3 Now we’re going to be a little bit silly. So,
take a deep breath and remember this is
for your eyes and ears only – unless you
choose to share it of course! This activity
is about changing the subject of the song.
E.g. if you have chosen a love song, you
could change the meaning to be about
love for a cup of tea, or cake. If the song
is about dancing, you could change it to
be about cooking or gardening. Choose
a subject that is totally unrelated to the
original song.

6 Sing it! This is all about making a song
sound a little bit silly. Every now and again
stop writing and sing a line or two so you
can hear what it sounds like.
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ideas that come into your head when you
think about this subject. Go! E.g. Tea, cup,
saucer, tea bag, leaves, stir, teaspoon,
cuppa, parched, biscuit, routine, break,
knatter, gossip, friendly, hot, builder’s tea,
drink, calm, still.

change it completely! How about glasses, hairdo’s, hats?
What are they saying / thinking? Can you make two or
more that are having a discussion, an argument or a love
affair?

Estimated time:
20 minutes
You will need:
• Small items you find
around you - wool,
pebbles, cutlery,
drawing pins…the list is
endless
• Scissors could be useful
• Space on a table or even
floor space
• A plain background - a
piece of paper, card or
cloth
• Your visual imagination!
• A camera, phone or
pencil and paper, if you
want to document them

5 Have a look at the original song words

7 Listen to yourself as you sing – do the

words fit? Do they still rhyme or not? Could
you make it rhyme? Can you still keep the
original tune of the song?

8 You could ask someone else to do the

same activity and then perform to (or
with) each other to make a mini silly song
concert!
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Garden in a Teacup
by Kate Munro

Your Dream View
by Kate Munro

Visual Arts

Visual Arts

1 Start by pushing the Blu Tack (or similarly sticky lump)

Estimated time:
30 minutes to 1 hour

Estimated time:
30 minutes +

2 Choose a lovely colour or two from your papers /

You will need:
• Tea cup
• A big lump of Blu Tack
or similar
• Sticks for the stems these could be pencils,
straws, cocktail sticks,
actual sticks from the
garden or pieces of wire
about 10cm long
• Scissors
• Coloured paper,
newspaper, magazines,
wrapping paper, old
photos, tissue paper for
the flowers
• Pritt stick
• Sellotape

You will need:
•
Pencils and pens
•
A4 plain paper(or bigger)
•
A window to look out of
Your visual imagination!
•
•
Optional: some magazines to cut up,
scissors and pritt stick (or similar) glue

into the bottom of the tea cup.

magazines and cut it into a simple flower shape and tape
to the top of a stick. Can you add a centre with a different
colour? Or some extra petals? Glue or tape onto your
stick. Are there leaves on the stem too? They can be any
colour you like.

3 Keep making more using lots of different shapes until

you have a lovely bunch to put on your table and bring you
joy. Place the sticks into the Blu Tack.

4 You might find some photos of flowers in the magazines
you could use too. And they don’t all need to be flowers…
you could put little photos of friends and family on the
stems and into the bunch if you like.

5 Feel free to move away from these instructions and find

your own way too!

Try to be bold and don’t give yourself
any pressure. It doesn’t always work out
great the first time, but you can always try
again. Feel free to move away from these
instructions and find your own way too!

Let your imagination run wild. You can see whatever you dream of
outside your window!
1 Have a look out of the window and

dream. What can you see that you love
and what would you dream of seeing if you
could be anywhere in the world?

2 Start by drawing the window frame

as big as it can be on your paper - don’t
worry if it’s not perfectly straight - it will
give it character. You can draw the curtains
or blinds too if you like. Think about the
different marks you can make with your
pencil.

3 Draw what you like of the view you have
outside using a pencil. It can be quite a
quick sketch or you can take your time –
it’s entirely up to you. (If you’re not keen on
any of it, leave this stage out).
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4 Do you wish you could see the sea?

Mountains with snowy peaks? Big oak
trees? Lions, tigers, exotic birds? Lots of
people? Do you wish the sun was shining?
Draw it in your view!

5 If you’d like to try some collage, cut
or tear out pictures and colours from
magazines and glue them in too.
6 You can use pens to add plenty of
colour on your drawing (they don’t even
need to be realistic colours). If you’ve
glued on bits from magazines, you can
draw with the pens on top too.
7 Try not to leave any of the view without
colour. You may choose to leave the
window frame and curtains just as grey
pencil if you like.
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Finding Your Memory
by James McDermott

		Writing

Estimated time:
10 minutes

You will need:
•
•

Timer
Pen and paper

We all have a personal experience or a poignant memory
of theatre – taking part in a pantomime at a village hall, a
school trip to see a concert, where friendships were formed,
a place where you met your future spouse, or when you met
your acting hero. As part of a new project, Tales of Theatre,
James has created a selection of writing activities to get you
thinking about your stories and experiences of theatre – from
childhood, more recently, or anywhere in between.
Set a 5 minute timer and write for 5 minutes a list of all the
memories you have of the theatre.
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Finding Your Story
by James McDermott
Writing

Estimated time:
10 minutes

You will need:
•
•

Timer
Pen and paper

Following on from the Finding your Memory activity,
we’re now moving on to think about finding your story.
All stories have characters.
Set a 5 minute timer and write for 5 minutes a list of people who are
involved in your chosen memory.
Next to each person, write a short evocative description of that
individual. Think literally: for example, how do they look, sound,
behave? Think metaphorically too: for example, what animal/
weather/character in a play do they look, sound, behave like?

Think about the great plays you’ve seen, the actors or audience
members you’ve met, how a play or a person taught you
something or changed something within you.

All stories are about characters changing or learning something.
Write down how the people involved in your memory were changed
by their experience at the theatre and/or what they learnt from their
experience at the theatre.

Read through your list of memories and underline the one that
stands out the most to you.

You now have a story containing distinct characters who were
changed by and learnt something from an experience of theatre.

This exercise can be used to help generate material to write
about anything. Free writing helps you generate material without
worrying about spelling, grammar or quality of content: it just
allows you to pour out your voice and your feelings onto the page.

You can use these exercises to help you plan any piece of creative
writing. Ask of every story you write ‘who are the characters, what
are they like, what do they learn and how do they change?’
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Writing Your Story
by James McDermott

Writing a Monologue
by Sarah Johnson

Writing

Now it’s time to write your memory of theatre drawing on
the material you’ve generated in the last two exercises. It’s
recommended that you spend at least 20 minutes writing this
piece allowing you time to think, write and edit but by all means
spend as long as you need to write your memory.
To help you structure your piece, ask what’s the beginning,
middle and end of your memory. In the beginning of your story,
introduce the world and the characters. In the middle of your
story, explore the journey the characters went on. In the end of
your story, explore how your characters were changed by that
journey or what they learnt on that journey.
When writing your story, describe what you remember
seeing, smelling, hearing, tasting and touching to make your
recount of your memory as evocative for the reader as possible.
This exercise can be used to help you
structure and write any piece of creative
writing. With every piece of work you
write, ask who are my characters,
what’s the journey they go on
and how are they changed
by that journey. With every
piece of work you write,
think about writing to
titillate all five senses.

Short Story Workshops
with James McDermott
Free | delivered online
To book visit norwichtheatre.org
Why not join writer and practitioner
James McDermott for a short story online
workshop – using skills of recollecting,
articulating, sharing and analysing memories,
participants will learn skills to help them recollect,
articulate, analyse and share stories.
Wed 11 Nov, 10am – 11.15am
Wed 25 Nov, 10am – 11.15am
A final sharing of the stories
will be held online on Wed 9 Dec.
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Writing
Estimated time:
20 minutes +

Estimated time:
20 to 30 minutes per person

You will need:

You will need:
• An object that appeals to you. It could be something you like the look of,
something that holds memories, or feels nice to the touch.
• Pen or pencil and paper
• Timer

•
•

Timer
Pen and paper

This activity is a shared experience with someone else. Why not involve a family
member, a friend or neighbour and give this a go – either in person or online.
Working with a partner, you will take it in turns to go on an imaginary journey,
starting with an object and finishing with a monologue. A will start and B will
support them. When A has written their monologue you will swop over.

1 Warm up
A, start by observing your object, its
colours, texture, detail. Notice how it feels
in your hand. Describe the details of the
object to B. Now imagine someone else is
holding the object. Who are they? What
do they look like? This is your character. B,
write down the character’s name, age and
occupation.

2 Exercise
A, with your eyes closed, imagine your
character is in a particular place with the
object. An attic, a school, in someone
else’s kitchen, on the street. It is an
important moment in their life. It could
be the first time they’ve encountered the
object, or not.
When you are ready, B set the timer and
say start. A, talk freestyle for 4 minutes.
Start by describing the object, your
character, the place and anyone else who
is there. What happens to your character?
Try switching to the first person after
a minute, using the pronoun “I”. It will

help with the monologue. Don’t worry if
you feel stuck, your partner will ask you
questions.
B, your job is to listen, write down things
that strike you as interesting and to ask
questions if A dries up. A good prompt
is “what happened then?” Write down
descriptions, details, interesting dialogue
and any questions you might want to ask at
the end.

3 Discussion
After the 4 minutes, A open your eyes and
discuss what came up in the exercise. Any
surprises? B, share your notes and ask any
questions you have about the story.

4 Writing
A, take 5 minutes to write down a
speech for your character based on your
experience. Keep the things you like and
add new elements. This of course can
be worked on further at your leisure. You
now have a monologue! It’s time to switch
roles. Have fun!
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Creating a Scene with a Partner
by Sarah Johnson

Short Write Ups in 50 Words!
by Joseph Ballard

Estimated time:
20 minutes

In today’s world we all want to know everything immediately
or as quick as we can. This is also the case when we look at
adverts or film or show listings. This activity is about getting
our thinking caps on; to summarise a whole theatre show, film
or book in just 50 words.

Drama & Writing

You will need:
•
•

a. One word story - Sitting down with your
partner. A says a word, B says the next…
How far can you go?
b. One sentence story - You could try
sitting with your backs to each other. A
says the first sentence. B says the next
sentence. Keep going. What happens?
When’s the right moment to stop?

2 Create Characters
Give each other a picture of a person. It
could be a postcard, a photo or a drawing
or even a doodle that you do then and
there. The Twits by Roald Dahl drawn by
Quentin Blake are wonderfully evocative,
or Edward Hopper’s paintings are solitary
and deeply captivating. Study the picture
your partner has given you. This is your
character.
a. Introduce the person to each other.
Name, age, occupation, any other details
that spring to mind.
b. Describe their likes/dislikes
c. What is their attitude to the world? (eg
positive, negative, suspicious, generous)
14

1 Think about a show, film or book for 3 minutes. You may

An image of a person or
a couple on a postcard, a
photo or a drawing.
Pen or pencil and paper

1 Warm up games

Writing

want to consider the beginning, middle and end sections,
memorable characters or moments, where and when it all
takes place and if there is a message or moral that can be
taken at the end of it.

Estimated time:
Variable (from 30
minutes to one hour).
You will need:
•

2 Write down everything you have thought about in just 2

3 Improvisation
Imagine these two people are in a lift and
suddenly it stops...
a. Have a discussion as your characters
from the pictures. It could start with the
lines below or other lines.
A: “Are we still moving?”
B: “I don’t know!”
b. Repeat the improvisation, but this time
add in some sort of surprise, or twist.
c. If you have the technology, record your
conversation and listen back. If not, don’t
worry. Skip to the next step.
d. Write down the bits that you like.
e. Read it back to each other
f. Make any changes you wish to make.
Does one of the characters act in an
unexpected way?
g. Read your scene to someone else.
Imagine what could happen before and
after this moment.

Congratulations, you’ve
created a scene!

minutes. This may be a long list of words, some odd lines,
notes or even some doodles.

3 Using what you have just written down, you must now

summarise your chosen show/film or book in exactly 50
words. Yes that’s it – exactly 50 words! This may take you a
few goes as we want to reach exactly 50 words.

4 If using a computer or typing up on another device, you
could use the word count facility. If writing by hand (which is
a nice thing to do in the age where nearly everything is on a
screen), set the rule of writing only 5 words per line and leave
a line in between them. That way it is much easier to count
your words both during and afterwards! It will also give you
some space around the words to change, add or delete.

•

A pen or pencil,
paper and a surface
or something to lean
on when writing.
Lined paper is best
– or you could write
up on a computer
or tablet (which will
count the words for
you when you select
the words for a word
count).
A clock, watch,
stop-watch or other
device so you can
time yourself.

5 How did you find that activity? Was it easy or challenging?

Try it again – this time with a show, film or book you are much
more familiar with or the opposite, with something you are
not so familiar with. How was that a different experience?

6 You could involve others in this now. You could choose to
test your Short Write Ups on other people either in person,
online or other the phone. Can they guess what show, film or
book you are on about? You could miss out (or block out) key
words, names or places. Can a reader or listener still guess
what you are on about?
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Creative Moments
A selection of online taster creative workshops for older adults (50+) to take part in.
No previous experience necessary. Why not try something new, or something that is
familiar to you.
All FREE, and delivered remotely via Zoom
Free, but booking essential to gain log in details.
Clowning Workshop with Sarah Johnson
Mon 9 Nov, 10-11.15am 		
Mon 16 Nov, 10-11.15am
Vocal Warm Ups and Breathing Techniques with 			
					Joseph Ballard
Tue 24 Nov, 10-11.15am 		
Garden in a teacup craft workshop with Kate Munro
Mon 30 Nov, 10-11.15am
Time to Dance with Glass House Dance

Culture Cafe
Settle down with a cup of tea and natter with like minded people about all things
cultural. It’s a chance to meet and greet new and existing friends alike, facilitated by
an artist who will keep the conversation flowing. Suitable for older adults age 50+.
All FREE, and delivered remotely via Zoom
Free, but booking essential to gain log in details.
Thu 12 Nov, 2-3pm		
The Rise of the Monologue, inspired by Alan Bennett’s 			
				
Talking Heads facilitated by Sarah Johnson
Thu 19 Nov, 2-3pm
Our Favourite Musicals facilitated by Joseph Ballard
Thu 26 Nov, 2-3pm
Picasso and Paper exhibition by Royal Academy facilitated 		
				by Kate Munro
Thu 3 Dec, 2-3pm		
The World of Interactive Literature inspired by The Garden, 		
				
a short story with sound by Limbik Theatre facilitated by 		
				Ben Samuels

Want to find out more?
For more information about the Creative Community Recovery Programme for older
adults (50+) or to book a workshop or discussion go to
norwichtheatre.org/take-part/adults_community/creative-community-recoveryprogramme/ or call 01603 630 000.
Supported by

